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What is education for Building the Future?

ESD to lead the action

Do you think activities to create a sustainable community and ESD are same ?
It is difficult to draw a line between them.

For example, Osaka's Nishiyodogawa ESD Commission members from high schools, universities 
and Girl Scout troops tackled a project for a sustainable transportation system by adopting the 
Nanohana (rape blossom) Project.  Nishiyodogawa High School students also work on the Nanohana 
Project through compulsory subjects on the environment, in which they learn about the history of 
local pollution to enable them to reconsider societal matters.  The project has also spawned the Eco 
Communication Club (ECC), which has increased its activities in the area and been developed while 
interacting with other commission members.

＊ What is the Nanohana Project?
This is a recycling-oriented project in which students grow rape blossom 
and cook dishes using oil extracted from the plants.  Moreover, the waste 
oil is utilized for driving cars, and rape blossom helps to absorb the CO2 
emitted by cars.  The project is now spreading across the nation.

＊ What is BDF (Bio Diesel Fuel)?
This is an alternative fuel derived from the fat of animals and plants.  
It is used for diesel-engine vehicles including cars, ships, agricultural 
instruments and generators, and has received worldwide attention as 
one of the possible solutions to environmental problems.

〈Student Comments〉

●�The�class�was�started�in�a�rape�
blossom�field�in�full�bloom�from�
last�year.

●�Students�in�the�class�learn�about�
a�range�of�activities�on�the�
Nanohana�Project.

●�Nishiyodogawa�ESD�stickers�were�
produced�to�promote�the�project.

Spring

I was really impressed 
by the illustration that won 
the prize in the commission 

and was printed on 
the stickers!

●Harvesting�and�threshing�of�
rapeseed�were�carried�out�in�
cooperation�with�local�volunteers.

●Osaka's�project�members�gathered�
seeds�to�refine�Bio�Diesel�Fuel�(BDF),�
which�is�utilized�to�operate�Hankyu�
buses.

Summer

Eco Communication Club 
(ECC) was organized by 

volunteers.

●The�members�instructed�
elementary�school�students�
of�the�Junior�Eco-club�in�the�
Nanohana�Project.

　�A�generator�was�operated�
using�BDF�to�power�an�electric�
fan.�The�group�also�helped�on�a�
farm�with�students�from�Osaka�
University�of�Economics�and�a�
local�junior�high�school.

Communication is 
both challenging 

and fun.

It makes me feel like 
part of the community to 
learn that the Nanohana 

Project is playing a part in 
the rebirth of the area.ESD at Nishiyodogawa High School
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What we can do
●  Avoid buying items with a short 

product life.
●  Participate in cleanups and 

volunteer activities in the area.
●  Pass on our knowledge to children 

as parents.
● Remember victims of pollution.
● Keep studying the environment.
●  Think carefully when electing 

politicians.

ESD consists of education for activities and activities for education.

ESD is not just a way of acquiring knowledge.  It is also:
● A way to actually experience and consider knowledge and share it with others
● A way to learn about other members' various opinions and hear ideas from a range of positions
●A way to reach agreement and learn what we can do while accepting different values and opinions
Education to create activities can be achieved by adopting such hands-on and problem-solving 
methods.

Winter

●A�New�Year�party�was�held�
among�Nishiyodogawa�ESD�
members.

●Activity�reports�were�given�
by�many�participants,�and�
opinions�on�environmental�
problems�were�exchanged�
with�junior�high�school�
students�from�South�Korea.

●Participants�collected�waste�
oil�at�a�local�festival�and�sold�
cotton�candy�during�the�
Toyonaka�City�Environment�
Exposition�using�BDF�as�fuel�
for�the�cotton�candy�machine.

●The�members�
distributed�rape�
blossom�seeds�in�
conjunction�with�the�
Green�Fund�run�by�Girl�
Scouts�in�the�area.

We should keep 
looking back to the past 

and looking forward again.  
I want to learn along 

with other people.

I'm glad that we 
can help each 

other.

I was happy to 
gain recognition, 

and my confidence 
grew.

Taking on new 
challenges gives me 

courage

Autumn

●Students�monitored�air�
pollution�and�learned�about�
the�Nishiyodogawa�Air�
Pollution�Lawsuit�involving�
the�story�of�a�victim�of�
pollution-related�disease.

●Discussion�and�debate�
were�conducted�on�
what�can�be�done�
and�what�the�national�
government,�local�
governments�and�
businesses�should�do.




